8:15-9:15  Registration, breakfast in atrium, networking – John Yap (registrar), Carole White (treasurer)

9:15-9:20  Introduction and Welcome- Colleen Kirkham and Jel Coward

9:20-10:15  New Features Demo and Discussion—Jay Gallagher
(Updates to the BC billing module, WCB, prescribing module, the new OSCAR App store and more…..)

10:15-10:45  Wish list review/future development – David Chan, Jel Coward, Jay Gallagher, Colleen Kirkham

10:45 -11:00  Break

11:00 -12:00  Cool OSCAR tools:
1. New eform generator-Shelter Lee
2. OSCAR Health Passport-Tracy Monk
3. Framingham Risk Calculator –Tracy Monk
4. Rich text editor – Gunther Klein
5. Mental Health Toolkit-David page
6. Therapeutic Drug Monitoring Module – Cam Ross (work in progress)

12:00-12:30  OSCAR CAISI: an overview - Tomislav Svoboda

12:30-1:30  LUNCH (group photo, networking, building OCUS directory, t-shirt sales)

1:30-1:45  “The OSCARs”–awards for contribution to the OSCAR community

1:45-2:30  OSCAR Canada Users Society (OCUS) Business meeting
1. The new OSCAR Health Foundation
2. Meet the OCUS board members
3. OCUS fundraising campaign 2010 update
4. OSCAR website, members private website
5. OSCAR online manual

2:30-3:00  Professional Ethics, Patient Privacy: How electronic patient data is stored and shared - Tracy Monk

3:00-3:15  Break

3:15-4:00  Getting More out of OSCAR—Jay Gallagher
(Getting started with MyDrugRef, using OSCAR measurements, user tips and tricks)

4:00-4:45  OSCAR teXt games—Gunther Klein

4:45-5:00  Wrap up, Announcements (FMF 2010, SPH CME)

Evening OSCAR Demo: (Paetzold Auditorium VGH, Jim Patterson Pavilion on the 1st floor, 6:30-9 pm)- Colleen, Quentin, Jel, David Chan, Jay, Tracy etc.
Tuesday April 20, 2010-Concurrent Workshops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>CDM/CPGs</th>
<th>OSCAR Integration</th>
<th>OSCAR for Dummies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00-12:00</td>
<td>CDM/CPGs</td>
<td>OSCAR Integration</td>
<td>OSCAR for Dummies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00-1:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 -4:00</td>
<td>OSCAR Advanced</td>
<td>MyOSCAR workshop</td>
<td>OSCAR billing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00-5:30</td>
<td>Working meeting: OCUS website &amp; online users manual</td>
<td>Support Providers meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chronic Disease Management & Clinical Practice Guidelines in OSCAR:

**Martin Dawes, Tracy Monk, Cam Ross, Colleen Kirkham, David Chan, Jay Gallagher**

This workshop will provide an opportunity for OSCAR users to brainstorm and explore possible new ways of improving chronic disease management and incorporating clinical practice guidelines into OSCAR. The focus will be on supporting patient-focused, evidence-based, multi-disease, individualized care that takes co-morbidities and patient values into account. This could include customizable flow sheets, embedding evidence into practice tools, ability to reflect uncertainty in CPGs and tools to assess quality of care. The goal of this working meeting is to develop a vision of the most effective way to imbed medical evidence into OSCAR, to support best practices particularly in the area of chronic disease management. This vision will then provide direction for future programming.

OSCAR Integration (CAISI):

**Tomislav Svoboda**

OSCAR is the first known EMR to be able to seamlessly integrate electronic patient information between separate EMR installations. This integration includes seamless patient controlled integration of progress notes, practice membership, medication information, prevention information and ability to make electronic referrals between clinics (e.g. primary care OSCAR office and specialist OSCAR office). We will provide a demonstration of OSCAR integration which has been currently implemented in Toronto for the care of the homeless through OSCAR-CAISI and discuss how to set up such integration networks for other patient groups. The session will also demonstrate OSCAR configurations that allow for multi-program, multi-case load, multi-disciplinary care in a primary care site or configurations that can be used to run a small nursing home or multi-program social/health service agency.

OSCAR for Dummies:

**John Yap, Gunther Klein**

A potpourri of basic tips, tricks, workflow tweaks and workarounds for new and prospective OSCAR EMR users.

Support Providers Meeting

Support providers will have an opportunity to meet and discuss issues of shared concern.

OSCAR Advanced Workshop:

**Jel Coward, Jay Gallagher, Shelter Lee and others**

A workshop of sharing of tips and techniques for more advanced OSCAR users. Topics covered will include:

- Voice Recognition Software & OSCAR - TBA
- Building your own eforms; optimized scanned images for eforms – Shelter Lee
- MyDrugRef-Jay Gallagher
- OSCAR Resource – David Chan, Jay Gallagher
- OSCAR measurements – Jay Gallagher
• Templates and Queries – Jel Coward
• And more……

MyOSCAR:
David Chan
An in depth workshop for practitioners who are interested in using the personally controlled health record, MyOSCAR. This workshop will cover the MyOSCAR concept and its relationship with OSCAR, hardware considerations (issues related to performance, security, scalability), operational issues (consent, sharing rights, users guide, support), MyOSCAR as a platform: examples of potential killer apps and the business case of MyOSCAR.

OSCAR Billing
Patti Rodger Kirkpatrick, Nancy Bernier
This will be an in depth workshop on OSCAR billing – MSP, WCB and private. The workshop is designed for practitioners, office managers and medical office assistants. We hope to have guest speakers from MSP and WCB.

OSCAR website/ OSCAR user manual
David Chan, Colleen Kirkham, Tomislav Svoboda, Gunther Klein, Jel Coward, Jay Gallagher
A working meeting to discuss the structure and functioning of the OSCARcanada website, the private OCUS members' website and the online user manuals. At this meeting we will review the functioning of the OCUS website and discuss how the website can be improved. We will also discuss the two online OSCAR manuals and explore whether users efforts should be directed to maintaining only one manual.